
BELANITAS KIDS DESK INSTALL MANUAL
Please read the product instructions carefully before assembling and using, and keep it properly for future reference

.

Customer Service Email : belanitas@sina.com



Customer service
If you have any question about product, please contact the
BELANITAS Customer Service department by sending
Email to belanitas@sina.com , please provide your
name, address,phone number,model, and purchase order
number.It will allow us to track your order easily and resolve
your problem in the shortest time possible.

1. Recommend checking the screws and bolts several times a year to ensure they stay tight.

2. Max Load capacity for desk is 66 lbs, chair is 198 lbs.

3. Please don't make them overloaded.

4. In door use only. Suitable temperature 18-28 degrees and humidity 40%-60%.

5. Avoid direct sunlight burning and plcing next to radiator to prevent desktop aging or discoloration.

6. For all surfaces: wipe clean with a damp cloth and a weak cleaning solution,

and then dry with a clean and dry cloth.

to contact us.

Please loosen the knob when lifting, adjust to the required height and then tighten

the knob.(No need to tighten excessively)

mailto:belanitas@sina.com,please


1 Check the status of all screws and tighten them one by one after all
screws are installed. (Attentions: Do not tighten the knob completely when

the table orchair are not installed, which may cause lifting dysfunction.)
2 Do not drill into the bottom of the table or chair.
3 Pay attention! Only adults are allowed to install, children are required to be accompanied by a parent while installation.
@ When both sides of chair or table are adjusted and fixed to your desire height, there are click sounds in both sides. It can be reset by lifting up from the highest gear.

1 Check the status of all screws and tighten them one by one after all screws are installed.(Attentions: Do not tighten the knob completely when the
table or chair are not installed, which may cause lifting dysfunction.)

2 Do not drill into the bottom of the table or chair.
3 Pay attention! Only adults are allowed to install, children are required to be accompanied by a parent while installation.
4 When both sides of chair or table are adjusted and fixed to your desire height, there are click sounds in both sides. It can be reset by lifting up from the highest gear.

KID'S LEARNING TABLE Table Installation Steps KID'S LEARNING TABLE Chair Installation Steps

3. Place the seat on the chair legs and align it with the chair legs.

3. Remove the screws of table leg with a screwdriver. And
then fit the table-leg connector with the table legs
together, and install the screws with a screwdriver.

1.Take out the desktop. And then remove the screws on both sides of the table with a
screwdriver.

2. Fit the table legs and the desktop together, and install the screws with a screwdriver.
(TIPS: The side with height and gear reference table faces out.)

1.Take out the seat back and the chair leg. (TIPS: The side with
height and gear reference table faces out.)

4. Put the table properly in the right position then adjust the
hinge screws under the feet so that it can be placed on the
ground smoothly.

5.Install the reading rack and bag hook on the table.

2.Install the seat back by the screwdriver on the back of the
chair with the screws (the short flat head screws in the
installation package).

4. Turn the seat and legs over together and install the screws
(the longer flat head screws in the installation pack) with a
screwdriver.

5. Remove the screws of chair leg with a screwdriver. And then
take out the chair-leg connector, fit it with the chair legs
together, and install the screws with a screwdriver.

6.Put the chair properly in the right position then adjust the hinge
screws under the feet so that it can be placed on the ground
smoothly. Check the status of all screws and tighten all screws.



KID'S LEARNING TABLE Demonstration of Height Adjustment KID'S LEARNING TABLE Description of Packaging Parts

1 .Lift up: When you pull and drop the table or chair, please note th strength on both sides should be equally. Pull and drop balanced, and
the two sides need to keep consistent. Lift up the gear one by one to the required height (the lifting speed needs to be slower), and you can
hear the click sound on both sides.
2.Go down: Adjust to the highest position and let go. It slowly drops to lowest automatically. Click sound means it can readjust to
required height.

Fault Analysis Solution

Desktop is uneven Gear principle Lifting up to the highest position and reset it. It will fall to the lowest position automatically and slowly
according to the lifting mode, and readjust after balancing with both hands.

Table/Chair legs can't be stuck The springs in steel pipe do not pop up When both sides of chair or table are adjusted and fixed to your desir height, there are click sounds in
both sides. It can be reset by lifting up from the highest gear. Adjust to the highest position and let go.
It slowly drops to lowest position, then slowly pull it to the appropriate height.

Can't adjust the height of legs Over-tightening of desktop slow-down device Pull lifting device up and down.

Before installation, please check that the accessories you receive are complete, so as to complete the
installation faster and more accurately.

Figure 1: Slightly pull up to
the corresponding gear.

Figure 3: Slightly pull up to
the corresponding gear.

Figure 4: Adjust to the highest
and let go. It slowly drops to
reset automatically.

1. Desktop * 1
2. Table-leg connector* 1
3. Lifting table legs * 2
4. Reading rack * 1
5. Screwdriver* 1
6. Two packs of screws
(Chair installation screws pack *
1, spare screws packs * 1)

1. Seat back* 1
2. Seat *1
3. Lifting chair legs * 2
4. Chair-leg connector* 1


